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The Great Dane Club of Central North
Carolina
First Quarter Newsletter
Happy Spring Everyone!!

Beautiful sweepstakes prizes donated by Dave and Lisa Heidrich.

Welcome to the first quarter edition of the GDCCNC newsletter for 2019!
Our big news is the success of our back to back spring specialties held March 23rd and 24th
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in conjunction with the Tarheel circuit. Turn the page to see the results!

2019 Specialty Shows
The Great Dane Club of Central North Carolina hosted two Great Dane
Specialty shows on March 23 and 24, 2019.
Show Chairperson: Christy Balazs

Specialty - Saturday 3/23/19
TOTAL
50

COUNTS

WINNERS DOG POINTS

WINNERS BITCH POINTS

9-19-(11-11)

3 (Major)

4 (Major)

50 dogs present and competing out of 56 total entries.
Sweepstakes: 10 dogs present and competing out of 12 total entries.

Specialty - Sunday 3/24/19
TOTAL
47

COUNTS

WINNERS DOG POINTS

WINNERS BITCH POINTS

11-18-(10-8)

4 (Major)

4 (Major)

47 dogs present and competing out of 59 total entries.
Junior Showmanship: 1 junior present and competing out of 2 total entries

2019 Specialty Shows
The Great Dane Club of Central North Carolina hosted two Great Dane
Specialty shows on March 23 and 24, 2019. (Full results here.)

See the full results on our website! Thank you George
Hielscher for uploading all of our results to our webpage!
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Specialty Saturday March 23, 2019
Best of Breed - Best in Specialty Show
GCH LAGARADA'S FOREVER A LADY CA CGC TKN

GCH LAGARADA'S FOREVER A LADY CA CGC TKN
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Specialty Sunday March 24, 2019
Best of Breed - Best in Specialty Show Cadeau
GCHG CAB'S LAGARADA WRAP'D N GOLD RIB'N XR
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PawsREFLECTIONS
the Natural Rearing Newsletter

Toy Safety
Guidelines
1. Buy American
Looking for the Made in the USA tag is going to be a New Year's Resolution for
me, and not just pertaining to pet toys. However, I've discovered that sometimes this is impossible when looking for general merchandise. Unfortunately,
depending on the item, often there is no equivalent homemade version.
But, in pet toys, there are more options. There are some good pet toys made in
America. However, just because an item is made in the US, doesn't automatically make it safe.
There is an extensive list of American made pet toys here http://www.toysmadeinamerica.com/dogs.html Still, remember that it's your responsibility to investigate what the toys are made from before purchase.
2. Buy toys made specifically for pets.
I used to buy stuffed children's toys at a local flea market after ascertaining that
they were stuffed with something safe. In the "old days", cotton material scraps
seemed to be the frequent filler, but no longer. Kid's toys are made with a huge
variety of "innards", and are rarely made with the idea that they'll be torn apart
or ingested. Animals who are destructive are much more efficient about this goal
than most children, I guess.
I also read a report which said that one in three childrens' toys tested by a Michigan non-profit group contained medium or high levels of toxic chemicals such
as arsenic, lead, cadmium or other toxins. Kid toys are regulated; pet toys
aren't, so you must be the regulating agency.
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3. Soft toys
Buy toys made of natural substances such as cotton, cotton rope, or hemp.

!

Know your animals. Is your dog one who loves to destroy? Does the toy have
button-type eyes sewn on or lots of fluffy polyester cotton stuffing? Does your
dog swallow plastic squeakers? Does your cat eat things that aren't food? If the
answer is yes, then these toys are only for use when you are playing with her.
Otherwise, it's the wrong toy for this animal.
Many soft toys contain squeakers. This is often what attracts the dog to the toy
at all! However, some companies double sew the squeaks so they're hard to get
to. If your dog wants to kill the toy to eat the squeaker, be sure you get the
heavy duty toys, and then monitor until you're sure they can't be eaten.
4. Hard toys
Plastic, vinyl, painted, rubber...These require particular investigation. Plastic and
vinyl are almost always toxic. Paint can be lead paint, and you have no way of
knowing until your pet gets sick unless the packaging specifically says the coloring is non-toxic. Rubber toys, such as those from the Kong company, are apparently safe. But all rubber toys aren't created equal. If the toy smells bad to you,
or you aren't familiar with the ethics of the company, these are best passed over.
White (bleached) rawhide, greenies, and other synthetic chews are bad news, in
my opinion. Just say no.

5. Edible toys
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There are many companies making chew products made to be consumed like
"bully sticks". From safe sources, and for animals who don't just soften them,
and then swallow them whole, these can be a good choice. However, dogs who
eat a raw diet, and regularly consume bones, have less "need" to chew. When
you give a RMB (raw meaty bone), it gives nutrition as well as exercise, and
(sometimes) hours of enjoyment.
6. Resources
There are some online resources to help you make informed choices. Here are a
few.
Healthy Stuff http://www.healthystuff.org/departments/pets/ is helpful,
though limited.
Planet Dog http://www.planetdog.com/category.aspx?categoryID=30 says
they specialize in non-toxic products.
The Pet Health & Nutrition Center http://www.pethealthandnutritioncenter.com/
healthy-natural-dog-products/dog-toys/natural-dog-toys/ seems to have some
decent offerings. Remember that interactive toys like the ones displayed are only
for use when an adult human is involved with the play. This company also sells a
pet food which is not appropriate for carnivores. Just because a company sells
safe toys doesn't mean they are experts in pet nutrition despite the name.
Happy Dogs Play.com http://www.happydogsplay.com/index.php?p=home is another company devoted to safe toys.

With these resources, you should be able to keep your animals entertained safely.
To your pets' good health,
Betty

Betty Lewis, RVT,Dr.A.N.
Paws & Reflect 919-285-4387
Animal Communicator/Wholistic Consultant
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The Following is an article on the Euro Dane style vs. the
American Dane style submitted by Rose Hielscher. Thank you
Rose for pulling together all of this information and illustrations!
More and more when I am out and about with my dog people
ask me about Euro Danes. I take the time to talk with them
and explain the Euro Dane fad and the importance of only
purchasing from reputable breeders. I thought that it would
be great to have a one-page informational handout to quickly
address this issue. My challenge while writing this was to
keep it short enough that people will read it but include
enough information to cause people to do further research
hopefully leading to better decisions.

Great Danes: American vs Euro
The issue of American Danes vs Euro Danes is a sore spot for Great Dane
breeders who seek to promote quality in the breeding of purebred Great
Danes and to bring their natural qualities to perfection. The Great Dane is
the Apollo of dogs. The breed is governed by a written standard which is
an official document describing the ideal specimen of a particular breed.
American Great Danes are judged by the American Kennel Club (AKC)
Breed Standard, and European Great Danes are judged by the Federation
Cynologique Internationale (FCI) Breed Standard. Euro Danes are poorly
bred dogs that do not follow either breed standard.
Euro Danes and European Great Danes are not the same. Euro Danes are a
hyper-type “designer dog” being pumped out by irresponsible breeders
who are simply driven by greed. They will tell you that this is how European Great Danes look but that is simply not true. European Great Danes
bred by reputable responsible breeders conform to the FCI Breed Standard
which is close enough to the AKC Breed Standard that those dogs
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could come to our country and win in our show rings alongside our American Danes. Euro Danes are a fad “designer dog” with exaggerated features.

Euro Dane
The exaggerated features of the Euro Dane can cause health issues. Some
common problems may include eye disease caused by loose droopy eyelids
and bone disease caused by bad structure.

American Great Dane
Although a responsibly bred dog is not guaranteed to be free of health
problems, the likelihood is much greater that you will have a dog that is
physically and mentally sound. Responsible breeders carefully select a
breeding pair with the intent to eliminate or minimize faults and promote
true breed type and superior health.
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Euro Dane

American Dane
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Why Do People Want Euro Danes?
The feedback I have gotten from people who have or want Euro Danes is
that they love the bulkier Mastiff type dog. Mastiffs are a wonderful breed!
If that is what you like, please seek out a reputable Mastiff breeder for a
well bred puppy or adult dog. The structural faults and extremes of the
hyper-type Euro Danes can lead to costly health disasters. Purchasing a
poorly bred hyper-type Euro Dane only opens you up to the risk of huge vet
expenses and emotional heartbreak. Responsible breeders ensure that
their breeding stock is physically and mentally sound and they are always
trying to produce a better generation of dogs. Doesn’t it make good sense
to buy from a responsible breeder?
How can you tell a reputable responsible breeder from an irresponsible
backyard breeder? Listed below are only a few of the differences.
Reputable Responsible Breeders

Irresponsible Backyard Breeders

Obtain Championship titles on their
dogs whenever possible. Dog shows
are an evaluation of breeding
Rarely or never show their dogs.
stock. However, a Championship title is not the only deciding factor
of whether a dog should be bred.
Carefully select a breeding pair to
produce puppies who are better
specimens of the breed, always
striving to correct faults and maintain good temperaments.

Select a breeding pair that is convenient, giving no thought to
whether the breeding pair compliment each other or are even worthy of being bred. Pays no attention to temperament issues.
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Obtain health certifications in an
effort to produce healthy puppies.
This does not guarantee that puppies will not develop health probNo health testing and are not allems but it does help breeders rule ways truthful about their breeding
out dogs who should not be bred
stock.
and/or whether special considerations should be taken into account
when selecting a breeding pair.
Lifetime support and mentoring,
and will take a dog back in the
event you can no longer keep it.

May offer some support and mentoring, but rarely will take a dog
back.

I encourage you to read the Breed Standards for both the Great Dane and
the Mastiff to decide which breed is the right fit for you and your family.
Once that decision is made, please find a reputable responsible breeder
who can match you with the perfect puppy or adult dog. It just makes
good sense.
The AKC Great Dane Breed Standard can be found online at https://images.akc.org/pdf/ breeds/standards/GreatDane.pdf
The AKC Mastiff Breed Standard can be found online at https://images.akc.org/pdf/breeds/ standards/Mastiff.pdf

Written by R. Hielscher Page 2 of 2
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DTVS They Call Me Lola V Whtshwd went to her first Match sponsored by the Durham Kennel Club. This was her first time in a competition setting after recovering from a shattered Tibia and fractured
Fibula. She was so good around all the other dogs. And I was especially proud of her having someone new going over her. So she got to
take home a First, BOB And a Group 2…..Yay Lola!!
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Please welcome new members Betsy and Rusty Mincey of Yanceyville,
NC! Betsy and Rusty recently acquired a new puppy, “ Buxton” , Lexis Lagarada DH Back the Blue, that they are enjoying venturing into the show
ring with!

Memory and Jimmy Armstrong are proud to announce the pitter patter of
little feet….puppy feet, that is! “ Marie”…Intl CH Shady Creek N Gusto
Scarletoak Voodoo Queen CHIC and “Marty” GCh Izya’s Scarletoak Back
to the Future, POA CHIC welcomed six little fawn puppies, 3 girls and 3
boys ,,,,momma and babies are all doing wonderful! Congratulations!!!!

Walter…”Resolute Danes Riddle Me This” finished with a 5 point major at
the Great Dane Club of Maryland specialty show on April 13th! Walter is
the second puppy to finish from the “Willis” GCh Sundance N Maitaus Brilliant Disguise, AOM and “ Phoebe” BISS GCh Cosmic Maitaus Look at
Me Now, AOM litter…Walt is owned and loved by Christy and Matt Balazs.
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If anyone has any news that they would like to submit to the newsletter,
please email Christy at cbalazs@triad.rr.com.
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